PACK 3081 ADOPT A FAMILY
Jennifer Rosenberg is a 36 year old single mom. Her sister has provided the history of Jennifer’s medical
conditions. My sister has had a history of Gardner’s syndrome FAP which cause polyps and cyst and has
been going to the Dr for this since she was a teenager. She underwent a major operation to remove her
colon in 2003 they replaced it with what is called a J pouch (basically a fake colon inside her body. In May
2014, she was diagnosed with Invasive Adenocarcinoma colorectal cancer. We were devastated!! He said
it was small and that he would try and go in and take it out and reconnect her as per her wishes. She didn't
want him to remove everything. We asked about chemo and radiation or other test to see if there was any
other cancer anywhere else and they said no. They said she was too small for chemo and it would destroy
her pouch. And that there was no other test. She was also complaining of tailbone bone we asked if that
could be cancer? They told us no! She had her surgery Oct 2014 to remove the cancer had an ileostomy
for 3 months then had it reversed. We were told she was cancer free. And was ok! Feb 2015 rolls around
and she is having problems with her tailbone again. After follow up scans the Dr. calls….THE REASON I
CALLED YOU IN IS... you have cancer again. It's on your tailbone. So a pet scan was done which showed
the cancer in her abdomen and on tailbone and lymph nodes. And now it has spread to her lungs. The Dr
that had been treating my sister for years stopped returning her calls, the other Drs that are treating her
showed us the scans and the tumors are most definitely on her tailbone in the scans back in 2014. I don't
know why they were missed. Or how? But it's devastating! She is stage 4 and the Dr now told us without
treatment she has months. And if she does treatment she will always have to be on chemo. So she is going
on a very aggressive form of chemo. Since starting chemo Jennifer’s health has declined and she has been
hospitalized since Thanksgiving.
Let’s help make some Christmas magic for this family  Jennifer has 3 children Sadie, 16, Déjà, 12, and
Braden, 7. Sadie loves to play soccer and Déjà plays volleyball. Both girls are typical teenagers who LOVE
clothes, and have asked for Old Navy, Nike, Under Armour, Hollister, Abercrombie and Victoria Secrets or
anything that is “in style”. Both wear a small shirt, medium hoodies. Sadie is a size 0 while Déjà is a 3. They
are girly girls. Braden is your typical energy filled boy who loves everything that comes on the TV. He wears
a size 7 boys clothes and LOVES Nike and cartoons. Jennifer loves the color purple, the beach, and Mickey
Mouse. She also enjoys decorating her house with things like Live Laugh Love. The main colors of her home
including burgundy and tan. Monetary donations can also be made at
www.youcaring.com/christmasmagic
Any contribution to help this young lady is much appreciated as well as prayers for strength and the
endurance to fight through this rigorous battle. Thank you and God bless 
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